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Practicing Metacognitive Instruction Informs
Continuous Class Improvement While Reinforcing
Student Self-Awareness of Learning
Lara Watkins
Bridgewater State University
MOTIVATIONS AND CONTEXT FOR ACTIVITY
I have been teaching a course titled “Anthropology of race, class and gender” for
about five years at a state university. As a course that covers requirements for the core
curriculum as well as for anthropology majors, the student population is diverse with first
year through final semester students including both majors and non-majors. The course is
taught in person with about 25 students per section.
I implemented a series of mid-course reflections for a variety of reasons. (1) I sought
to encourage students to reflect upon their learning in the course as a way of helping them to
recognize and assess their own learning over time, while (2) simultaneously providing an
indicator of the main messages being retained by students to help in course planning for the
future. The reflection served as a low stakes evaluation of learning, which then fed into
continuous course improvement. Pragmatically, I was interested in (3) if there were specific
barriers to student comprehension of the material that might make a substitute reading or
focused classroom interventions appropriate. Since student metacognition about their
learning can inform metacognitive instruction, I also sought (4) to assess the degree to which
students saw value in a particular reading and (5) could link it to other course materials and
their own learning, thereby encouraging learning across multiple levels of Bloom’s
Taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002).
NUTS AND BOLTS PROCEDURE
Each semester, I incorporate four in-class, mid-course reflections. Students
completed each pen-and-paper reflection in about five minutes. They had the option of
handing in the reflection anonymously or adding their name to the form. Each mid-course
reflection was about 3-5 questions long. The first question always asks students to state a
few key points that they have learned in that particular section of the course, while the last
question always provides students a place to anonymously raise questions and concerns. The
middle questions vary depending on my evolving concerns or interests.
The middle questions on the reflection example shared here focused on the use of a
full-length book; however, in general, the middle questions focus on a specific aspect of that
portion of the course (e.g. a reading, the use of an online learning tool, etc.), that obviously is
assigned to deepen learning, but through which student experiences could provide insight on
the degree to which there are barriers to this ultimate goal. My goal in this particular
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example was to find out if students were engaged in the reading, if they were taking away the
main ideas, and if there were noted challenges that could be mitigated in future iterations of
the course.
LESSONS LEARNED
The first question (which asked for students to summarize what they had learned across a
few weeks of the course) provides a useful snapshot of the main messages interpreted and
retained by students. Through assessing student summary of information in question one, I
have found that students were not able to reiterate key points to the same degree across
different portions of the course, thereby suggesting which particular section(s) of the course
needed further elaboration and attention in later semesters.
For this particular reflection example, I found that the students’ perspectives of the book
did not align with my anticipation of their perspective. (The students were more positive
than I expected.) Checking in with students throughout the semester helps to give the
instructor a tangible and direct indicator of student interpretations of the course and course
materials. This can feed into continuous course improvement.
This course meets twice a week on Mondays and Wednesdays. A key lesson learned
from the student feedback is that they need lengthier readings to be due on the Monday.
While this might appear intuitive, instructors sometimes lose sight of student logistics when
constructing their syllabi and the multitude of topics to be covered. It also highlights the
need to build in multiple, explicit reminders for students to start lengthy readings in advance.
Instructors implementing a similar activity in class will want to consider the benefits and
drawbacks to allowing for anonymous submission. I chose for the feedback to be
anonymous by default so that students would feel comfortable sharing their honest
assessments and could clearly let me know if they had not completed the reading without
feeling that it would impair their grade in any way. If instructors would like to track progress
over time for individual students, then they may desire to have students identify themselves.
I have found it appropriate to individually email students who identify their name and raise a
specific question/concern. Students often express gratitude for the personal outreach as it
directly addresses a question or concern that they have, thereby decreasing their perceived
barriers to success, and it conveys respect and concern for their individual learning trajectory,
thereby cultivating a supportive learning climate.
This reflective approach provides a series of quick and useful indicators of student
learning that I can use as an instructor to adjust my teaching and better support my students’
learning. A second benefit is that they help center the students’ attention on the
metacognitive and higher-order processes of remembering, connecting, analyzing, and
evaluating course concepts. Providing short assessments like this at a few time points across
the semester is an easy way to “take the pulse” of a particular class and then use that
feedback to identify teaching practices that are working well and those that might need to be
tweaked. Metacognitive instruction leads to continuous course improvement and, ultimately,
to better facilitation of student learning.
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APPENDIX
Bridgewater State University
Lara Watkins
AN 115 Spring 2017
Mid-Course Reflection - Gender
Please answer the following questions to better facilitate your learning now and improve the
course for the future.
1.) We have touched upon a variety of ways of addressing the broad topic of gender. What
are two things that you learned through the course section explicitly focused on gender?

2.) I am interested in hearing about student perspectives of the value added to the course
through the reading and discussion of Pushout by Monique Morris.
2A.) What do you think the book (and related discussion) adds to the course?

2B.) What challenge(s) did you face in digesting this book within the course?

2C.) Thinking about the value that the book adds to this particular course, provide your
perspective on if the benefits of the book outweigh the challenges.
1
Get rid of that
book!

2
The challenges
seem to detract
too much from
the benefits for
this course.

3
It’s similar to
any other
college course
reading.

4
Like it.

5
Love it!

3.) What questions or concerns do you have? (Feel free to use the back if needed.)

